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At the end of the world, a woman must hide her secret power and find her kidnapped daughter in
this "intricate and extraordinary" Hugo Award winning novel of power, oppression, and
revolution. (The New York Times)This is the way the world ends...for the last time.It starts with
the great red rift across the heart of the world's sole continent, spewing ash that blots out the
sun. It starts with death, with a murdered son and a missing daughter. It starts with betrayal, and
long dormant wounds rising up to fester.This is the Stillness, a land long familiar with
catastrophe, where the power of the Earth is wielded as a weapon. And where there is no
mercy.Listen to the first book in the critically acclaimed, three-time Hugo award-winning trilogy
by NYT best-selling author N. K. Jemisin.

"This book became an instant classic in the literature of professional operations. In this third
edition, David Mann updates and expands his teaching with five additional years of valuable
experience and expertise derived from his very active, multi-industry consultancy. I have
benefitted greatly from his writing and wholeheartedly recommend this book to be top-of-the
desk of any serious Lean practitioner or performance transformation leader."― Raymond C.
Floyd, two-time Shingo Prize Winner, President and CEO, Plasco Energy Group"David Mann
builds substantially on his seminal work on the Lean management system. The book is full of
new insight and polishes the most important ideas about Lean management. The new chapter
on engaging executive leadership alone is worth the price of the book."― Peter Ward, Richard
M. Ross Professor and Chair, Department of Management Science, Fisher College of Business,
The Ohio State University"This book has long been my ‘go-to’ guide on Lean management
practices that help create a culture of continuous improvement and excellence. I have
recommended the book to countless healthcare leaders who rave about how helpful it is in
translating Lean principles into daily management behaviors. The healthcare examples make it
even more relevant as a must read for any hospital leader who aims to move beyond Lean
tools.."--- Mark Graban, author of Lean Hospitals, co-author of Healthcare Kaizen and The
Executive Guide to Healthcare Kaizen"As more companies outside the manufacturing sector
pursue Lean transformations, Creating a Lean Culture is as critical a resource as ever. Breaking
down silos and navigating tricky internecine politics remain a momentous challenge, and Mann’s
case-based insights are an invaluable tool."― Peg Pennington, Executive Director, Center for
Operational Excellence, Fisher College of Business, The Ohio State University"David has once
again taken the topics that trip us up and put structure and guidance around them. His new work
on executive involvement is worth the price of the book all by itself. Many of us have struggled
with this topic and David provides a path to success."― Elizabeth M. King, Vice President
Organizational Effectiveness, ESCO CorporationAbout the AuthorDavid Mann is the author of



Creating a Lean Culture: Tools to Sustain Lean Conversions. The book was awarded the Shingo
Prize for Operational Excellence in 2006 and has become a best-seller in its field. It has been
translated into Chinese, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, and Thai.In 15 years of Lean
experience at Steelcase, Inc., Mann developed and applied the concepts of a Lean
management system supporting 40+ Lean manufacturing value stream transformations, and led
an internal consulting team that supported over 100 successful Lean enterprise business
process value stream conversions. He established a Lean consulting practice in 2005 and
retired from Steelcase in 2009.Mann’s consulting, teaching, and coaching experience includes
Lean transformation in manufacturing, enterprise business processes, and healthcare
organizations. His practice includes clients in healthcare, mining and energy, discrete and
process manufacturing, technology, food processing, and enterprise business processes.Mann
is a frequent consultant trainer and speaker on Lean leadership and management, a Shingo
Prize examiner, and a faculty member in management science at the Fisher College of
Business, the Ohio State University. Mann is an organizational psychologist, earning his Ph.D. at
the University of Michigan in 1976. He lives in West Michigan with his wife, a retired criminal
prosecutor. They have two daughters. For more information, visit www.dmannlean.com or
contact him at dmann@dmannlean com.
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Leigh, “I liked it but I’m somewhat conflicted as well. I generally liked this book. Any book this
long that keeps me reading til the end is one that I enjoyed on some level. My rating for this is
somewhere between a 3 and a 4. I think what kept me reading is that I was curious about how
the storylines and character arcs would come together. The POVs were compelling some more
than others but that kept me invested.My conflict comes from the world building. The world
building and lore wasn’t conveyed clearly enough for me. The e characters would say things that
a specific to this universe and I’d be confused because I wouldn’t know what the terms mean or
there’s a lore attached to what they’re speaking about but the reader didn’t have any context to
make sense of what they were saying. I’m grateful for the appendices in the back of the book
because they provided a lot of context and clarification that was missing in the novel itself. I wish
the lore and world building was better integrated into the novel because while reading it I was a
bit confused and it made it difficult to be interested in those parts of the story. I also thought that
writing could be kind of ambiguous at times. Like the character came to an important conclusion
but it wasn’t conveyed to the reader so I had to figure out shyly the conclusion they came to was
important. The revelation would later be explained to the reader through dialogue, but personally
I like to discover the revelation just as the protagonist does.That’s my main critique. I did overall
enjoy the book and I definitely want to read the next to see what will happen now. Even after
finishing the book I still think about it from time to time and my brain was still in the mindset of
this book. I also really appreciate a Black fantasy novel with predominantly Black characters. For
that, NK Jemisin always has my appreciation.”

GF, “Amazing. After finishing this book I came back to read some of the reviews. I’m not entirely
sure why people are getting so bunched up over what genre it’s in. Whatever genre covers
brilliantly written compelling stories, that’s where this book belongs.I’ll begin by recommending
to anyone starting this book, spend some time with the back of the book first. Read the glossary
and history of Seasons. That will help get started, and just refer to it often if the vocabulary gets
confusing. Once you are into it, the way the author weaves the story together is truly enjoyable.
There are clues for you to piece together, and really satisfying payoffs as the plot unfolds.Overall
it’s a very worthwhile read, and the first time I can say that the writing style itself actually
contributed to making the story more interesting.”

Joe Karpierz, “She's in good company. The thing about reviewing this book is .... Over the nearly
40 years I've been writing book reviews (on and off, but mostly on these days), an author has
never ticked me off. Ever. I've been unhappy with any number of novels I've read, but I've never
been upset with a writer up until now (By the way before all of you get yourself into a potential
tizzy over that statement and may be reading into it, please keep reading the review.
Please.).N.K. Jemisin has succeeded in ticking me off.Why? Oh, a couple of reasons. First



(and this statement comes with me not yet having finished reading SEVENEVES, but I'm not
even halfway through that beast and I think I can make the following statement with much
certainty), I think that for the first time in all the years that I've voted for the Hugos, I will be
placing a book that's not clearly science fiction in the top spot on my ballot. To be fair, it's not
clear this book is fantasy either, so maybe I'm cheating with that statement a bit. In fact, come to
think of it, I'm looking at the top two spots on my ballot not being clear cut science fiction, but I
digress. The second reason is that as THE FIFTH SEASON is the first book in a series that may
not be science fiction, I'm anxiously awaiting book two.The last thing I need is yet another series
in which to get behind. I mean really: Cixin Liu, John Scalzi, Mira Grant, Charles Stross, and
(yes, I know but you all know how I am by now) Brian Herbert and Kevin J. Anderson all have
books out that I'm waiting to read. Oh, I forgot Lois McMaster Bujold. So now I add Jemisin to
the list. She's in good company.The thing about reviewing this book is that it's, well, *difficult* to
review this book without giving away too much - but I'll try anyway. The story takes place on a
planet that has one very large continent, the Stillness. The continent is unstable in that there is
an abundance of faults which cause earthquakes, or shakes as they are called, to happen
frequently. Periodically, a major disaster occurs which sends the planet into what is called a
"season", which is difficult to describe other than they send the planet and its inhabitants into a
long period of suffering of one form or another. There is a class of people called orogenes, who
have the ability to control the power of the earth and stone and other things. They are powerful
people, who if not trained can cause severe damage all around them. Thus, training is held in
the Fulcrum, where orogenes learn to use and focus their power. Orogenes are generally
shunned because of what they can do; they frighten people. There is another class of folks
called the Guardians, who watch over, guide, and in fact can control orogenes. An orogene
never says "no" to his or her Guardian. They are supposed to be protectors, but they do frighten
the orogenes.The story follows the timelines of three female characters: the young Damaya,
who is taken from the family that shuns her because she is an orogene by a Guardian to the
Fulcrum for her education; Syenite, a "four ringer" (think of the rings as levels in your favorite role
playing game) who goes on an assignment with ten ringer (the maximum you can be) Alabaster
whose baby she is ordered to have in an attempt to generate another high powered orogene;
and Essun, a mysterious woman who is trying to find her husband who has stolen their daughter
and run away after killing their son. Each of them discover things about themselves and the
world they live in that disturbs them, and their stories converge in a way that is surprising and, I
think, satisfying.In addition to Jemisin allowing her characters to go on a journey of discovery via
terrific storytelling and characterization, she allows the reader to go on a similar journey of
discovery about the Stillness and the planet it exists on. As the story develops, it's very clear
that the society we are reading about at one point was advanced to some degree; there is talk of
electricity and concrete roads, for example. There is, in fact, evidence of technology all through
the story, including the mechanism by which the orogenes use their power and how the
Guardians are created. There are universities which all types of sciences. And yet, there seems



to be evidence of magic; just what are the stone eaters and how do they fit in to the overall
story? What are those strange obelisks that the orogenes seem to attract?This is without
question one of the best books of 2015, and in my opinion the best novel that is on the Hugo
ballot. And if you ever wanted to read a killer sentence that ends a book, read this one. But
please, please, please read the rest of the book first, as reading the last sentence without
reading the rest of the book will spoil everything (I will admit to having deduced, in an "ah hah"
moment, what was implied by the last sentence sometime before I got to it, but the impact was
still tremendous).Robin Miles was an absolutely fantastic narrator. While she isn't the best at
voicing different characters, her reading style, inserting emotion, inflection, and tonality (that
may not make sense here, but I can't think of another word to convey what I'm thinking) were
outstanding. I look forward to her reading the next book in the series.That second book? THE
OBELISK GATE? Yeah, that will be out at MidAmericon 2 in Kansas City next month. Thanks,
Ms. Jemisin.  Now I'm even more behind in my reading.”

Abrubacca, “Deeply imaginative, finely detailed. I am a writer by trade, and I will abandon a book
30 pages in if I feel the writer isn't up to the task. No fear of that here. She's an imaginative force,
and the characters and situations she creates are revolutionary. I did not know when I bought
this book that it was Part 3 of a trilogy. BUT the writing, plotting, and characters are likely to make
me read the previous volumes. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.”

Bryan B., “What are you waiting for?!. Wow what a ride. Everything about this book was just
riveting! The writer just reels you in further and further that you are just in each scene watching
the events happen. Highly recommend this book to anyone tired of reading overly descriptive
fantasy books, bland pop vampire/witch/werewolves genres, and just want a great adult
hardcore fantasy with great world building. Excited to read the second book!”

Cathy Hill, “Incredible imagination and depth. This story displays incredible imagination and
emotional depth. It's secondary world fantasy with a setting that feels fresh, detailed and well-
drawn. I have read a lot of fantasy, but I've not read a world like this one. It's cool to see how a
particular aspect of the environment has so thoroughly impacted society, culture and history. The
way that communities operate and the common culture that holds them together is depicted
well, but this no homogeneous society. Communities vary depending on size, wealth and status,
and the people of the continent come in different shapes, appearances and roles which affect
their attitudes and behaviours. The reader is introduced to various pieces of lore and vocabulary
from the world without a lot of heavy exposition and this creates depth. By following characters
on the fringes of society we get glimpses of what is considered normal, why that doesn't apply to
certain people, and how normalcy can change very suddenly.I don't want to go into plot details,
because this is a better read if you don't know a lot going into it, but the story starts with
something big and somehow manages to ramp things up. The book switches about, and the



narrative structure is very cleverly done, at least I felt quite clever when I figured it out and was
impressed with the method. There are sections of the book that are told with an immediacy and
intimacy in a style that isn't often used in fiction. It's the kind of thing that seems like it shouldn't
work, but the author skilfully uses an unusual writing style to make the reader identify strongly
with a character who is going through something brutal. The characters go through a lot of
changes and take various emotional blows and the reader feels each keenly meaning that this
isn't an easy read but it is a thoroughly engaging one.The book explores how society controls
certain groups of people who are considered to be dangerous through hatred, fear and
exploitation of their resources. Some of this is direct and lethal prejudice, but some of it is subtler
and secretive, using the skill and resources of people to support a system that hates them. It
also shows how the people who are victims of this hatred and exploitation can come to believe
what's said about them and buy into their own oppression. It presents alternative ways of living
that exist on the edges of, and hidden beneath, mainstream society. There's also exploration of
how friendship, family and community can sustain a person and how these change in times of
extremity. The story and characters don't stick to the traditional ideas of love, family and gender
that exist in the mainstream of our own society, which is refreshing. I strongly recommend this
book to anyone who enjoys fresh, powerful fantasy.”

Imyril, “Awesome and epic. I don’t always agree with hype and I don’t consider a Hugo a
guarantee I’ll enjoy (or even rate) something. So let me go on record now: I’ll read anything N K
Jemisin writes in future on the strength of The Fifth Season. Every accolade it has received is
well-deserved; it is staggeringly good in every way.This novel is a masterclass in world-building –
even as it rips its own world apart – layered with compelling characters, central mysteries, a
mercilessly clear-sighted take on privilege and prejudice, and a tone that shifts seamlessly from
cheeky to eviscerating without skipping a beat.Is it fantasy? Is it science fiction? It’s a genre-
busting apocalypse novel of impossible powers, a shattered moon, forgotten technologies and
flushing toilets (until the world ends, at least). I have no idea where you shelve it other than under
awesome and epic.Now excuse me, I have a sequel I need to devour.”

The book by Shari Lapena has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 12,595 people have provided feedback.
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